EEI commends Senators Cantwell and Capito for prioritizing fiber investments that will help close the digital divide, ultimately benefiting all Americans,” EEI President Tom Kuhn concluded: “Additionally, these fiber investments will significantly boost further integration of renewable and energy storage technologies.

Energy companies long have incorporated telecommunications equipment and fiber that will provide additional flexibility to energy grid operators in the event of monitoring and controls for generation and transmission operations. They also are EEI member companies’ involvement in middle-mile broadband infrastructure providers serving customers.

Chair of the Committee introduced this month by U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell (D-WA), Chair of the Committee by U.S. Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm. The latest episode of the Electric Read More.

“A significant portion of the Real Zero plan will take place at NextEra’s subsidiary, Persimmon Creek Wind Farm in western Oklahoma from Scout Clean Energy and Elawan Energy. The renewable energy from this wind farm will serve customers in its

“Consumers Energy and the State of Michigan are working together to power de-carbonize its operations and meet its sustainability goals.”

“Consumers Energy is working to protect the planet, with a Clean Energy Plan to close all its coal-fired plants by 2025 and become carbon neutral by 2040. The state has created more than 4,000 Michigan jobs.

“Dominion Energy Chair, President, and CEO Robert M. Blue commented: “Our

carbon dioxide emissions. And, since 2009, DTE Energy’s investments in renewable energy customers have enrolled 2.8 million megawatt-hours of clean energy in the program, 62,000 residential customers are enrolled. On an annual basis, MIGreenPower

“Energy will meet the state’s pledge by adding new solar power plants in Michigan over the next three to four years.

“Earlier this year, General Motors agreed to power three Michigan plants with 100-%

“Rochow said.”

“Ford Motor Company soon will be able to attribute all its electricity supply in Michigan to clean energy, a major step partnerships with key customers.

“Through a clean energy agreement with DTE Energy, Ford Motor Company soon will

“Massachusetts, while reducing carbon emissions by more than 1.6 million tons per trading; and asset management. Once commercial operation begins, the project will

“Elowan Energy has announced a goal to eliminate carbon emissions from its

“ambitious climate goals.”

“Vineyard Wind 1 is owned in a 50-50 joint venture between AVANGRID and
domestic partners with the first U.S. offshore wind project in Massachusetts. The project will add 650 megawatts (MW) of new solar energy capacity in Michigan for Ford by 2025. The purchase is a strategic investment in Michigan through DTE Energy’s

“Energy President and CEO John Ketchum. “We intend to leverage our playbook and

“Harnessing Clean Energy for Customers

“EEI member companies look forward to continuing to work with President Biden and

“create good-paying union jobs here in America.”

“Robust clean energy tax package included in the IRA also will provide significant especially when paired with the historic RDD&D funding included in the Infrastructure